Update from Soncho’s Desk
Whatever will be, Will be (Que Sera, Sera) – November 2014
It had been 2 months since my last drink of alcohol. I had kept my promise
to my doctor that I would not drink any alcohol and as I went in for my
medical checkup I was excited to get the results of the blood test that would
most definitely show low levels of GTP (an enzyme that is involved in the
breakdown of alcohol in the body)
“Your GTP levels have not decreased at all.” The doctor had said. “Did you
really stop drinking?” “Did you really keep your promise?” “If you really
did keep your promise than this is a very rare case!”
The doctor was very interested as if he had made a new discovery in science!
“Where did you have your stomach exam done?” the doctor asked.
“At OOO Hospital by Doctor XYZ.” I replied.
“REALLY?!?!

You have good luck!

You found your cancer in the early

stages and Doctor XYZ is a world renowned and excellent doctor!
take care of your health! You really are a lucky guy!”

Please

So it seems good luck can come to one as they have their prostate cancer
examined.
After the exam the doctor gave me some choices about my prostate cancer
※ If you want to live 20 more years we should do surgery and remove it.
※ If you want to live 10 more years we should just leave it alone.
※ If this were America we would use radiation treatment.

During the doctor’s explanation words like “odds”, “probability” and
“survival rate” were used.
My life seems to be just simple mathematics and science now. Unfortunately,
my life will not be so mathematically accurate I am afraid. My life is
probably more emotional and just trying to have luck come my way.
From there we go to the Que Sera, Sera (What ever will be, will be) Institute
for life counseling. For the development and script of our lives.
For that reason I feel compelled to find a cure for me.
grateful.

I am sorry for that.

I feel I have not been

